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he Rochester Business Journal is proud to partner with the
Rochester Technology and Manufacturing Association to
honor excellence in our region’s technology and manufacturing sectors.
The Greater Rochester region relies on roughly 1,500 small
and mid-sized manufacturers that together employ more than
62,000 people. While Rochester’s erstwhile Big Three — Kodak, Xerox and Bausch + Lomb — still play a role in the local
economy, RTMA and RBJ are also shining a spotlight on some of
the lesser-known outfits that hold such a significant place in the
local economy and carry the respect of their peers in the industry. These awards also
recognize some of the nonprofit organizations working to bolster the area’s labor force.
This year, for our fifth annual awards program, we recognized companies and individuals in the following categories: COVID-19 Innovation; Manufacturing Innovation,
Small Company; Manufacturing Innovation, Large Company; Powerful Partnership;
Workforce Development, Training and Support Provider; Workforce Development,
Manufacturing Enterprise Division; Executive of the Year; Growth in Manufacturing;
Rising Star; Apprenticeship; and Chairperson’s Award.
Nominations were evaluated by a panel of experts and winners were announced in a
virtual ceremony on Nov. 3.

Sincerely,
Ben Jacobs, Editor
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HONOREE

Jim VanKouwenberg
C H A I r p E r s o n ’s AWA rD

D

uring the spring of
2021, the Wayne
Technical and
Career Center, which
serves students from
eleven school districts
in Wayne County, had
to call oﬀ nonpaid co-op
learning opportunities
for its students due to
COVID-19. However,
Jim VanKouwenberg, a
JIM VANKOUWENBERG
workforce development
OPTIMAX
coordinator at Optimax
Systems Inc., still wanted to connect with the high school juniors whose
co-ops were canceled.
He and colleague Leah Hamilton, also a workforce development
coordinator, visited the students, led them on a virtual tour and spoke about
manufacturing in an optics environment. Three of those students went on
to earn paid summer co-op positions at Optimax.
“A vast majority of our paid co-op students at Optimax have been
hired after graduating,” said Peter Boldt, business community liaison at
Wayne-Finger Lakes BOCES. “We are so grateful to Optimax for the career
opportunities they make available to our students.”
This is just one of the countless interactions — both big and small —
VanKouwenberg has initiated in his nearly three-decade tenure at Optimax
to nurture and grow optics manufacturing as a career choice for youth.
VanKouwenberg grew up in Irondequoit and is a 1971 graduate of
Monroe Community College’s (MCC) optical systems technology program.
Over the years, he has worked with MCC’s Summer Sizzler program — a
collaboration with the Rochester Regional Photonics Cluster — to get local
high school students interested in optics. He has also taught classes in optics
and tooling and machining at MCC and worked with students in East High
School’s optics manufacturing program.
“It’s a great job and it’s a great company to work for,” VanKouwenberg
said about his time at Optimax. “One of the things we’ve focused on a lot
is career exploration for students and creating a lot of opportunities for
students.”

JUDGES for

2021

KYLE BANKS
SENIOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST
RG&E and NYSEG
MICHAEL WOLOSON
DEPUTY DIRECTOR
Finger Lakes Workforce Investment Board
MICHAEL THURSTON
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
Golisano Institute for Sustainability at RIT

CHRIS SUOZZI
VICE PRESIDENT OF BUSINESS & WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT
Genesee County Economic Development Center
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VanKouwenberg explained that when the company started its high
school recruiting program in 2017, they had a goal to eventually scale
up to a regional and, ultimately, statewide level. He has begun to see
that happen, especially by working with with the Finger Lakes Youth
Apprenticeship program, which was launched in 2019.
“I’ve been extremely fortunate to work for very enlightened
employers my entire career,” VanKouwenberg said. “Most notably
Mike Mandina (Optimax president). He recognizes the importance of
cultivating our future workforce.”
During the pandemic, VanKouwenberg was also key in presenting
Creating Your Future at Optimax – A Virtual Tour flipbook to hundreds
of students. The flipbook was created by several departments at
Optimax in response to restricted operations and a desire to continue
oﬀering career exploration opportunities to high schoolers.
Typically, Optimax provides 50 to 60 onsite school facility tours
to school groups each year. Since this was not possible during the
pandemic, the company created an innovative virtual tour flipbook that
has been viewed over 1,100 times in the past nine months.
VanKouwenberg has been recognized numerous times for his
educational outreach, including winning the 2019 FAME STAR Award
from the Finger Lakes Advanced Manufacturers’ Enterprise. The
award recognizes students, teachers, and advanced manufacturing
relationships in pursuit of FAME’s goal to promote awareness of
advanced manufacturing careers in the pipeline. He also received the
2013 Rochester Regional Photonics Cluster’s Education Award for
inspiring students to embrace optics, photonics and imaging sciences
and for guiding them in career development.

DAVID SEELEY
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
RochesterWorks!

MATT HURLBUTT

PRESIDENT AND CEO

Greater Rochester Enterprise

BOB COYNE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

TRICIA WITTREICH

Rochester Technology and Manufacturing Association

COOPERVISION

Senior Director Global Supply Chain Program
DALE PEARCE
Management
CO-FOUNDER OF FINGER LAKES YOUTH
APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM; ASSISTANT
BEN JACOBS
DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS, MONROE COMMUNITY
ASSOCIATE PUBLISHER & EDITOR
COLLEGE
MCC
Rochester Business Journal
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FINALIST

Genesee Global Group Inc.

B

WorKForCE DEVELopMEnT
MAnUFACTUrInG EnTErprIsE DIVIsIon

ased out of oﬃces in West Henrietta, Genesee Global Group
(GGGI) specializes in manufacturing assemblies, components, and
parts to companies worldwide.
As a company with a progressive hands-on management team, we
create relationships with customers that view us as extensions of their
own operations,” GGGI engineering manager Steven Ost explains in his
nomination letter. “GGGI constantly evolves with industry trends and
technologies.”
This also extends to the company’s desire to help the next generation
of employees.
The company’s participation in the Finger Lakes Youth Apprenticeship Program (FLYAP), aimed at giving high schoolers a chance to work
in manufacturing, inspired Ost to start a voluntary after-hours CNC
mill training session last February.
“For one to two hours every Tuesday and Thursday after work,
employees were taught proper setup techniques, program reading and
editing as well as innovative operational techniques to further their
abilities and to reduce setup times by 50 percent,” Ost says.
The training’s success inspired GGGI management to expand on Ost’s
idea by launching a few initiatives.
The first was to start the Employee Development Program (EDP) as a

way to train recent hires with an eye towards becoming future managers and team leaders, the other is called the Manufacturing Employee
Training System (METS), a three-to-six-month training program.
“(It) was instituted to train new hires, apprentices and even recent
high school graduates the aspects of manufacturing where we needed to
fill first,” Ost says, noting that the training focuses on company procedures and the specific department they were hired in.

FINALIST

HP Hood LLC
WorKForCE DEVELopMEnT
MAnUFACTUrInG EnTErprIsE DIVIsIon

H

P Hood LLC happens to be one of the largest food and beverage companies in the United States. The company has 15 plants nationwide,
and one of the newer buildings is in Batavia.
Opened in 2019, the plant employs 425 people, and senior human resources manager Bonnie Krenzer says it is still growing, with an eye toward
expanding the workforce.
“HP Hood puts people first and is at the center of our core values. We
have developed and trained our leadership and employees,” she notes in
her nomination letter.
As of press time, there were one training manager, three technical trainers, and two technical writers on staff.
“Our training development was completely designed and facilitated in
house,” Krenzer adds.
The list of programs is extensive: a two-stage Leader in Training program,
complete with 101 and 201-level courses, a Front Line Lead Academy with
an eye toward creating the next generation of managers, and an Orientation
University for new hires to get up to speed quickly.
There are also frequent training modules for supervisors, technical
skills, a ‘Safety First’ protection program, refreshment programs that the
company calls “continuous improvement training,” and an extensive DISC
training package. DISC is an acronym that stands for dominance, influence,
steadiness and conscientiousness. The program is aimed at improving work
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productivity, teamwork, leadership, sales and communication.
On top of its own proprietary programs, Krenzer notes that the plant
adopted the New York state apprenticeship program as well.
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WINNER

Optimax Systems Inc.

B

WorKForCE DEVELopMEnT
MAnUFACTUrInG EnTErprIsE DIVIsIon

ased in Ontario, Optimax Systems has been in business for 30
years as a manufacturer of precision optical components for a wide
variety of applications.
To hear Optimax’s workforce development coordinator Leah
Hamilton say it, the company’s success is down to multiple factors.
“Our mission is to enable customer success and employee prosperity,”
she says in her nomination letter. “Celebrating 30 years, we have a
company culture of empowering our 370 employees, which leads to
increased eﬃciency and personal accountability, maximizing success for
all.”
Part of that employee empowerment push is oﬀering frequent
learning opportunities throughout the year.
“In addition to industry partnerships, we’ve incorporated continuous
on-the-job and classroom
learning for our existing workers,” Hamilton says, noting that around
20 to 25 employees attend local community college classes every
semester.
It is all part of the company’s Tuition Assistance Program, which
covers 100 percent of the costs of classes, books, parking, and other fees
related to education.
“(It’s done in) order to develop the knowledge, skills and overall

eﬀectiveness of Optimax employees and to enhance the employees’
opportunities to advance within Optimax,” explains Hamilton.
The company is also an active participant in the Invest in Skills NY
coalition, as Optimax human resources manager Alejandro Mendoza is
a member of the workforce strategy group.
“The coalition aims to make workforce development an economic
priority and achieve
policy change that streamlines the workforce development system
through significant sustained
state and local investment,” Hamilton notes.

HONOREE

OptiPro Systems
W o r K F o r C E D E V E L o p M E n T Tr A I n I n G
AnD SUpporT ProVIDEr AWArD

A

pproaching its 40th year, Ontario-based manufacturing company
OptiPro Systems specializes in machine tools and Mastercam
software. Part of how it stays successful is making sure its
employees are prepared professionals.
“(We oﬀer) a variety of training opportunities for manufacturing
professionals,” OptiPro marketing technologist Patrick Bechtold says
in his nomination letter. “These courses are designed to strengthen the
skills required in the fields of CNC programming, CNC machining, and
CNC optical manufacturing.”
For example, OptiPro’s partnership with Mastercam software goes
back to the beginning of the company as both a certified reseller and
training facility.
“(We are) dedicated to helping CNC programmers achieve successful
careers by providing the
training needed to perform their job at a high level,” Bechtold
explains, noting that OptiPro oﬀers complete training for Mastercam
programming in the form of in-person classes.
“In addition, we work directly with the Rochester Technology and
Manufacturing Association (RTMA) to oﬀer a significant discount to
their members.”
Bechtold also outlines the ways OptiPro battles the labor shortage gap
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through its CNC machinist training facility.
“We have been able to help companies expand the skillset of their
staﬀ and opening them up to training with Fanuc controls,” he notes.
“OptiPro is proud to oﬀer a robust training program that prepares the
manufacturing workforce.”
The company also has OptiPro U, which is a one-week program
studying current processes, CNC machines, and tools.
“(It is) shaping the methodology in manufacturing optical
components,” Bechtold says. “OptiPro understands the importance of
having an adequate number of skilled optics technicians to meet the
nationwide demand.”
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FINALIST

AeroSafe Global

A

GroWTH In MAnUFACTUrInG AWArD

eroSafe Global’s line of work is vital at the best of times, and when
the COVID-19 pandemic
upended the world last year, it became necessary.
Under normal circumstances, the company specializes in making
thermal controlled packaging materials for safe transport of
pharmaceutical products with strict temperature requirements.
Located on Buﬀalo Road in Rochester, the company found itself
customizing cold chain containers to safely store COVID vaccines
traveling across the world.
“Since that time, the company and its eco-friendly containers have
transported nearly 90 million
doses of the vaccine globally,” Chanel Hastings says in her
nomination letter.
AeroSafe has been at this for 15 years, and their success has been at
an exponential rate, with over 360 percent revenue growth from 2017 to
2020, doubling twice from 2017 to 2018 and 2018 to 2020.
The growth of the company is not just in the size of its revenue
stream, either.
AeroSafe counted 113 employees at the end of 2019, and entering the
final stretch of 2021, now employs over 200 people. With a dramatically
increased workforce, plans are afoot for a move into larger oﬃce and

warehouse space by year’s end.
Earlier this year, the company began oﬀering dry ice sourcing and
replenishment for the entities who required it while transporting
vaccines.
“Though AeroSafe had never been in the business of dry ice
previously, with access to suppliers and shippers qualified to transport
and store the dry ice, it made sense to wrap this into the container
oﬀering along with additional supplies,” Hastings says.

FINALIST

Aurora Machine

L

GroWTH In MAnUFACTUrInG AWArD

ocated on Tech Park Drive in Henrietta, Aurora Machine prides
itself on being a one-stop shop for someone’s manufacturing needs.
The list of services oﬀered include sheet metal fabrication,
precision welding, powder coating, and precision machining, among
others.
Launched in 1999, the company changed owners in 2013 and has
gone from strength to strength since the new management came aboard.
That success — a 30 percent growth in revenue year after year since
2013 — can be attributed to two things, says operations manager Mandy
Martorana in her nomination letter.
“This has been achieved by onboarding more skilled workers and
earning larger, long-standing contracts with our customers,” Martorana
notes. “Aurora continues to invest in cutting-edge machinery and
equipment to continue this growth and fulfill our customers’ demands.”
The list of innovative techniques is extensive. Customers can
get an optimized file if they prefer to use a 3D printer somewhere
else, as Aurora Machine’s engineers can tweak the file to your exact
specifications.
Along those lines, there’s two top-of-the-line fiber optic lasers
available, as the company was an early adopter of fiber optic tech.
As a result, orders can now be completed in-house. For example,
Aurora can cut a variety of 3D shapes with speed and accuracy, and
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use its automated 220-ton press brake to ensure the shapes are bent
correctly.
The company also oﬀers milling services, a 12-station turret, and
six assembly stations to ensure items can be finished quickly and to
everyone’s satisfaction.
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WINNER

Orolia
GroWTH In MAnUFACTUrInG AWArD

W

hile their oﬃces are based in West Henrietta, Orolia’s reach goes
far beyond the Greater Rochester area, as Charles Jones notes in
his nomination letter.
“At the intersection of critical infrastructure and national defense,
Orolia solutions govern and protect the time and location integrity of
systems that shape the world,” says Jones, the company’s public relations
and communications manager. “Our customer-first culture pushes the
boundaries of quality, performance, and service.”
Orolia specializes in Resilient Positioning, Navigation and Timing
(R-PNT), and the company provides solutions for both military and
commercial applications in the industry.
And business is booming. Growth from 2017 to 2020 was at a 10.5
percent compound annual rate and projections are 17.2 percent by 2025,
with global revenue at 82.2 million Euros (just over $95 million) for the
2020 fiscal year.
That success allowed the company to move from its longtime home
on Jeﬀerson Road to new oﬃces on Becker Road in West Henrietta.
“The complex houses more than 100 on-site employees in
development, manufacturing, support, and operations, sales and
marketing,” Jones says, calling the move ‘intricate’ because of the
realities of trying to move in the middle of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Orolia’s reputation led company management to join forces with
other PNT companies to found the Open PNT Industry Alliance as well.

FINALIST

Elmgrove Technologies and Vanteon
Po W E r F U L PA rT n E r s H I p AWA rD

E

lmgrove Technologies just recently celebrated its 50th year in
business, and one of the ways it has been able to stay relevant and
active in Greater Rochester is by fostering a reputation of being a
good partner.
When your line of work is as a contract electronics manufacturer,
more contracts are considered a good thing when building a backlog of
successful projects and satisfied customers.
Enter Vanteon Corporation in Pittsford. Ever since its launch in
1985, the company has specialized in electronic design services. On
paper, that makes for a perfect match with Elmgrove and its specialty of
designing, assembling, and repairing printed circuit boards (PCBs) and
other electromechanical devices.
“Vanteon and Elmgrove Technology work closely together,” Vanteon
business development manager Nick Oddo says in his nomination
letter. “(Our) focus is electronic design services, which in many cases
requires quick-turn PCB prototypes. Elmgrove Technology consistently
delivers high quality PCBs to meet Vanteon’s demanding development
schedules.”
The partnership has long been fruitful for everyone involved.
“Elmgrove Technology has become Vanteon’s contract manufacture
partner, producing all of its vProtean Software Defined Radio (SDR)
products,” Oddo notes. “Elmgrove Technology and Vanteon continue to
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refer business to the other, as appropriate, to the mutual benefit of both
organizations.”
Launched earlier this year, vProtean is the second SDR platform the
company has released with an eye toward signal intelligence and multiband processing applications. The aim is for clients to streamline and
focus on their existing radio presence.
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FINALIST

OptiPro Systems and East High School
Po W E r F U L PA rT n E r s H I p AWA rD

O

ptiPro Systems has been part of the state’s manufacturing industry
for almost 40 years, and the work it is doing now will ensure that
the next generation gets a leg up in the manufacturing world.
The Ontario-based company was approached by Paul Conrow of East
High to help develop a version of its proprietary CNC Spherical Optics
Generating software.
“(It) would allow high school students to install and learn the basics
in programming a grinding program for a spherical optic right from
their laptops,” marketing technologist Patrick Bechtold says in his
nomination letter.
Why did Conrow, who teaches precision optics at the high school,
reach out to OptiPro in the first place? According to Bechtold, it is
because of the company’s reputation.
“We are a global leader in designing and building computercontrolled grinding, polishing, and measuring equipment for the
precision optics and advanced ceramics industries,” says Bechtold,
who notes that OptiPro specializes in precision machine tools and
Mastercam software.
The company handed over the results to Conrow in April.
“We met with Paul and handed over 12 hasp keys that will unlock
a version of our software,” Bechtold notes. “This will give his classes a

head start in understanding what a job programming CNC machines to
make precision optics would be like.”
Bechtold is grateful for Conrow’s work with the next generation.
“We are (proud of) Paul’s dedication to our industry and his drive
to get students not only excited, but prepared for the jobs that will be
available to them right out of high school.”
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WINNER

Rochester Gas & Electric and NextCorps
Po W E r F U L PA rT n E r s H I p AWA rD

R

ochester Gas & Electric (RG&E) handles most of the gas and
electric needs of the region’s residents, and as with any utility
that vital, the importance of giving back to the community is not
missed.
The company has partnered with NextCorps, the state’s
Manufacturing Extension Partnership center for the Finger Lakes
region, as part of an existing RG&E program.
“The RG&E Manufacturing Accelerator Program (MAP) was
launched to help drive economic development in the region by
strengthening the local manufacturing sector,” NextCorps president
James Senall says in his nomination letter.
He explains that NextCorps’ role in the program is to identify
opportunities and then manage the eventual projects.
“(It) has been a game changer in our region, in helping companies
undertake business improvement projects that they otherwise would
not have been able to.”
To date, 141 regional manufacturing companies have launched $7.6
million worth of projects to improve their businesses.
“RG&E provides critically needed funding to help these
manufacturers carry out projects that will improve their strength and
resiliency.”

The companies with finished projects were surveyed about the
economic impact of the work.
“Respondents (to the survey) report having added or retained 482
jobs, generated $81 million in new or retained sales revenue, and
created a total economic impact of $121 million here in the region,”
Senall says proudly.
“RG&E is helping to ensure our region’s manufacturing sector
continues to be an important part of our economy for years to come.”

FINALIST

Eastmak Kodak Company
MAnUFACTUrInG InnoVATIon AWArD
LArGE

T

he last few years have been significant for Eastman Kodak in terms
of focusing on the company’s strengths of print and advanced
materials and chemicals.
“We’re proud to have been able to leverage our advanced materials
and chemicals business to develop game-changing innovations for the
print side of the house,” said Chelsea Wagner, public relations manager
and director.
For example, the company just launched the new KODAK PROSPER
Digital Varnish, which is a water-based varnish that can be applied
to printed packages using KODAK PROSPER S-Series or KODAK
PROSPER Plus Imprinting Systems. KODAK PROSPER Digital
Varnish is applied only where needed and doesn’t require plate making
for spot coating, so it helps printers eliminate the costs, eﬀort, waste
and environmental impact associated with traditional post-coating
methods. The new varnish provides an environmentally friendly, waterbased alternative to solvents and UV coatings. The product is made in
Rochester and will be available worldwide by the end of 2021.
Other recent innovations in their product line include KODAK
SONORA XTRA Process Free Plates, PRINERGY On Demand Business
Solutions and Inkjet Inks.
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“We successfully managed through the pandemic and continued
to deliver for our customers through the dedicated eﬀorts of our
employees and in the midst of global supply chain challenges,” Wagner
said. “We’ve also hired more than 100 people for our manufacturing
team in Rochester in 2021, across film finishing, specialty chemicals and
wide roll manufacturing. We look forward to continuing to invest and
grow our manufacturing team here in Rochester, as we have around 40
open positions and counting.”
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WINNER

HP Hood LLC
MAnUFACTUrInG InnoVATIon AWArD
LArGE

F

ood manufacturer HP Hood LLC in Batavia is projecting a 30%
increase in volume over 2020, attributing its success to a few key
innovations.
The company launched an operational excellence strategy, based on
Lean and Six Sigma, resulting in significant decreases in scrap, increases
in plant eﬃciency and improved safety. This was accomplished at the
same time as adding new lines and ramping up staﬃng by more than
25%.
“In just eight months, we have already realized significant
improvements in quality, eﬃciencies and waste reduction,” said Jessyca
Gajewski, continuous improvement manager.
For instance, the plant has increased overall packaging line
eﬃciencies by 13.5% and reduced scrap by 25%.
Additionally, the plant installed automation and technology new to
the industry. Examples include a new UHT Processor, a new plastic
bottle packaging line and a fully automated warehouse and distribution
center equipped with automated layer picking, enhanced case picking
and more than 24,000 pallet locations.
Additional processing production equipment was installed, tested
and commissioned. This equipment includes advanced controls and
automated inspection systems, optimizing employee’s safety, product

quality and waste reduction.
“All of this was accomplished while continuing our year-over-year
growth, exceeding a
100 million gallons annualized run rate in 2021,” Gajewski said. “The
cornerstone of our success has and continues to be the result of our 400
dedicated employees.”
Hood’s Batavia facility is a state-of-the-art food manufacturing facility
and is strategically located in the dairy corridor of New York state. The
Batavia plant produces extended shelf life beverages, such as almond
milk, non-dairy creamers, coﬀee products and lactose-free milk.
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WINNER

AeroSafe Global
MAnUFACTUrInG InnoVATIon AWArD
SMALL

A

eroSafe Global was initially founded to provide superior thermal
material to customers requiring high confidence and reliability for
temperature sensitive products. Over time, the
company narrowed its focus for the application of its patented
innovations around therapies requiring cold chain packaging, handling
and logistics, such as the COVID-19 vaccine.
Understanding that cost is a driver for supply chain purchasing,
the AeroSafe team thought creatively to develop an approach that
could make it aﬀordable for biopharma manufacturers to enjoy
superior thermal material and custom-engineered shipper design and
development.
Understanding that both clinicians and consumers were becoming
increasingly comfortable with the notion of re-use, the company created
its proprietary AeroLoop, a rental system for the company’s containers.
The company estimates a shipper can be used more than 50 times,
which reduces the number of raw materials needed and production
timelines. Once retrieved, every container is delivered to the closest
AeroLoop service center, with 15 such centers around the world.
Nothing from an AeroSafe re-usable box enters the landfill. The outer
cardboard corrugate is recycled and other components are re-used once
they pass inspection.

AeroSafe more than doubled production of its containers from 2019
to 2020 and is on track for more growth in 2021 given the company’s
role in cold chain distribution of COVID-19 vaccines.
As more pharmaceutical manufacturers focus on achieving carbon
neutrality, AeroSafe Global has made technology investments that make
it easier for customers to quantify and report on gains. AeroSafe has
invested in research, calculation and monitoring sustainability savings,
which demonstrate reductions in landfill, CO2 emissions, water and
electricity use.

FINALIST

JN White
MAnUFACTUrInG InnoVATIon AWArD
SMALL

I

n innovating its processes and improving productivity, JN White is
keeping score.
The Perry company manufactures membrane switches, membrane
switch assemblies, complex user interfaces and graphic overlay products
and has experience in the production of prime, crucial-use and extreme
environment labels and decals.
It launched its Manufacturing Scorecard Process, which calculates
a manufacturing productivity score based upon production labor
consumed, as it compares to the number of estimated production hours
the company is able to complete weekly.
JN White’s production teams submit a daily scorecard report, listing
the number of work hours spent, how much work they were able to
complete and other pertinent data necessary to calculate a meaningful
daily score.
“At the end of the week, we calculate a final score based upon
submitted results and share this information amongst the organization,”
said Tim Leverett, vice president of marketing and technology. “In
addition, we provide coaching opportunities for teams to know where
they may maximize productivity and the resulting weekly scores.”
Each week’s score is then used to drive their Percent Over Goal
(POG) Incentive Program. Launched in April, it utilizes a visual support
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and gamification mechanism on the manufacturing floor called the
POG Productivity Incentive Tracker Device, which the company built.
The device allows balls to be shot up into a hopper, filling up over
time as the team makes progress towards its goal of 70 balls, or 35
accumulated percentage points over goal.
“Achieving the 70 ball goal results in all manufacturing production
personnel sharing in a cash payout,” Leverett said. “After each payout,
we clear the hopper and invite the teams to do it again. Sixteen weeks
after the inception of the POG Program, the manufacturing production
teams were able to enjoy their first cash incentive payout.”
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FINALIST

WexEnergy
MAnUFACTUrInG InnoVATIon AWArD
SMALL

I

n 2018, NextCorps launched the Hardware Scaleup pilot program
focusing on cleantech companies that have a prototype for a product
ready for scaling to commercialization, sponsored by NYSERDA.
That program has grown into Scale For ClimateTech and is currently
recruiting for cohort four.
“WexEnergy was part of cohort one and hit the ground running,” said
nominator Annette Brenner, senior business advisor at NextCorps, Inc.
“Already familiar with NextCorps processes for projects as an incubator
resident and working with Senior Business Advisor Mike Sisson, they
completed six projects within the program and several outside to
advance their MRLs. Manufacturing Readiness Levels (MRLs) were
established by the Department of Energy to aid in the determination
of the readiness of a company to manufacture at scale. WexEnergy has
graduated from the program and is manufacturing at scale.”
Today WexEnergy manufactures WindowSkin®, an interior mounted
window retrofit solution that optimizes insulation to reduce energy loss
of windows, carbon emissions from buildings and utility bills.
WindowSkins are transparent, featherweight and snap directly onto
the inside glass windowpane. They install in seconds with no tools,
disruption or construction.
“The result is an easy and aﬀordable way to make single-pane

windows work like more eﬃcient double-pane windows, or to make
your existing double-pane windows work like triple-pane options,”
Brenner said.
When WexEnergy WindowSkin panels are attached, a volume of air
is trapped between the existing window and the panel. Like the gap
between panes in a double-pane window, or
the pockets of air in a down comforter, it is this layer of enclosed
air and its thickness that create an insular barrier and improves the
eﬃciency of the window. WindowSkin is designed specifically to
optimize the thickness of this enclosed layer of air, maximizing its
thermal insulation properties.

WINNER

AeroSafe Global
COVID-19 InnoVATIons AWArD

A

thank-you card from Mike McDermott, president of Pfizer Global
Supply, to bio-pharmaceutical cold-chain packaging and shipping
company AeroSafe Global shows how much the Rochester
company has contributed to the COVID-19 vaccination eﬀorts.
“To our colleagues and partners working to manufacture, package,
ship supply and distribute our vaccines and medications, thank you for
your commitment to excellence, every step of the way,” the card reads.
“Our collective eﬀorts ensure scientific breakthroughs reach the patients
who need them most.”
AeroSafe has played a key role in providing cold chain solutions
for COVID-19 vaccines and medications throughout the pandemic.
The company does not produce the COVID-19 vaccine but helps get
it to where it needs to go safely, eﬃciently and in a climate-controlled
manner.
The company experienced exponential revenue growth of more
than 300% from 2017 to 2020 as a result of its innovative packaging
technology, cost-eﬃcient re-use business model and advanced data
tracking and analytics that ensure the safe, eﬃcient and sustainable
delivery of temperature-sensitive drugs and devices, including the
COVID-19 vaccine.
“The team has worked around the clock to meet new and evolving
needs arising from the novel coronavirus, ensuring everything from
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pandemic vaccines and immunotherapies to the medicines people rely
on daily are delivered safely and reliably,” CEO Jay McHarg said of his
company’s 151 full-time and 27 part-time employees.
AeroSafe Global was founded in 1995 and counts 12 of the top 20
global pharmaceutical companies as customers, providing a streamlined
solution for the entire cold chain from manufacturer to patients and
caregivers.
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FINALIST

CPAC Equipment Inc.
COVID-19 InnoVATIons AWArD

I

n early March 2020, staﬀ from Rochester-based NextCorps, Inc.,
a nonprofit catalyst for entrepreneurship and innovation-based
economic development, were in Brooklyn visiting a downstate partner
when the grim reality of the COVID-19 pandemic hit.
“Following this visit, as news, concerns, and reality of the pandemic
were realized, NextCorps supported our partners with daily telecons
to determine what actions could be taken for support,” said Annette
Brenner, senior business advisor for NextCorps. “How could upstate
manufacturers and the supply chain support New York City?”
NextCorps quickly reached out to CPAC Equipment Inc., a small
Livingston County manufacturer that specializes in high-temperature
medical sterilizers to see if they could help by adapting their existing
sterilization products to meet the unique needs of the pandemic. They
could.
Starting on March 19, 2020, CPAC, which is an FDA-registered USA
manufacturer, worked to repurpose its existing sterilizers for lowtemperature sterilization and decontamination of heat-sensitive medical
devices and N95 masks. Such masks were hard to find at the time and
urgently needed by medical and other frontline workers.
“With the FDA (Food and Drug Administration) emergency
exemption, these masks that were in very short supply could be safely

‘WITH THE FDA (FOOD AND
DRUG ADMINISTRATION)
EMERGENCY EXEMPTION, THESE
MASKS THAT WERE IN VERY
SHORT SUPPLY COULD BE SAFELY
USED REPEATEDLY BY FRONTLINE
WORKERS AND OTHERS IN
P U B L I C - F A C I N G I N D U S T R I E S .’
used repeatedly by frontline workers and others in public-facing
industries,” Brenner said.
CPAC specifically created a special 34-minute cycle in its sterilizers to
decontaminate N95 masks and return them to their original users with
no drying or aeration required. Using this approach, the masks also
maintained performance and function over multiple cycles, allowing
them to be reused safely.
Such innovation and adaptation by CPAC were critical, Brenner said,
to help in the eﬀorts to fight COVID-19.

FINALIST

OptiPro Systems
COVID-19 InnoVATIons AWArD

T

hank you notes OptiPro Systems received from nursing homes in
2020 tell a story of generosity and innovation during the COVID-19
pandemic.
“During this time of crisis and uncertainty, we are so grateful for
your support and friendship,” said one where OptiPro donated 200 face
shields.
Another, where they donated 2,000 shields reads: “Your donation is
greatly appreciated during this unique and challenging time.”
OptiPro made the face shields itself.
“When our community was struck by the pandemic, our eﬀorts
shifted from normal operations to helping in any way we could,” said
Patrick Bechtold, marketing technologist at the company.
After an OptiPro employee explained the dire need for face shields
at nursing homes, the company reached out to Pactiv Evergreen in
Canandaigua to donate polyester PET film while they worked on the
design with their Mastercam software.
“With the nesting feature in Mastercam, we were able to maximize
the number of shields on a defined area and we were able to cut
hundreds at a time with our abrasive waterjet cutting machine,”
Bechtold said. “Once they were cut, employees wiped them clean,
packed them and sent them oﬀ.”
The company also teamed up with HARBEC, a custom injection
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mold company, to create safety glasses for frontline workers. HARBEC
handled the injection molding process and OptiPro designed and
produced the safety glass injection mold tool.
“HARBEC then produced several hundred of these special safety
glasses and they were then distributed to several nursing homes and
a local hospital,” Bechtold said. “Although distribution slowed as the
COVID epidemic slowed, we are now positioned to produce these in
volume if needed.”
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WINNER

Michaela Donnelly

Career Start Workforce Management Group

W

RIsInG STAr AWArD

hile Michaela Donnelly has been at Career Start Workforce
Management Group for less than a year, she is already making
a major impact at the Rochester-based staﬃng firm as chief
technology oﬃcer.
“In just a few short months, Michaela’s team will launch their most
significant enterprise software oﬀering to date, which will revolutionize
the way employers and Career Start employees manage temporary
associate placements,” said Lindsay McCutchen, founder and CEO of
Career Start. “Michaela’s technical and operational aptitude has been an
invaluable asset to Career Start as she collaborates, guides, and drives
her team with passion.”
Donnelly is also leading the development of a new mobile app
for Career Start to eﬃciently and eﬀectively match job seekers with
employment opportunities. Most recently before joining Career Start,
Donnelly led multiple product development initiatives for L3Harris.
She earned a bachelor’s degree in finance from the SUNY College at
Brockport and a master’s degree in new product development from
Rochester Institute of Technology.
“Michaela takes great care in being an accountable partner —
someone you want on your side in a rapidly evolving and changing
business environment,” said Edward Ovando, a former supervisor of

Donnelly. “She brings ideas to the table and figures out how to make
them easily consumable to take action on. At the core, this is what will
propel Michaela forward on any initiative she is entrusted with.”
Outside of work, Donnelly is actively involved in community service
with the National Ski Patrol, the George Eastman Museum, Veterans
Outreach Center and the Memorial Art Gallery.

FINALIST

David Prindle

Shawndra Products Inc.
RIsInG STAr AWArD

A

veteran of the United States Marine Corps, David Prindle has
been with Shawndra Products, Inc. for two years. The Livingston
County based company engineers, designs and manufactures
industrial filtration housings to serve a wide range of industries
including natural gas, chemical processing and power generation.
Prindle joined the company’s marketing team in 2019 and quickly
rose to his current position as vice president, general manager.
“Working for a small company means wearing many hats and
requires you to step up and solve problems that might not be directly
associated with your role,” Prindle said about his position. “On a daily
basis I solve customers’ needs when it comes to filtration but also focus
on the growth of the organization and operational success.”
He is known at the company for his tireless work ethic.
“Often, we will see an email from Dave close to midnight on a
Saturday, where he shares insight on a new idea or provides a solution
that solves an ongoing problem,” said Hannah Henry, the company’s
purchasing manager.
Prindle served as a finance technician in the Marine Corps from 2008
to 2012.
“My experience in the Marine Corps has helped me learn to navigate
corporate ladders for sales success as well as lead and solve problems in
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‘DAVE HAS STREAMLINED MANY
OUTDATED PROCESSES AT OUR
COMPANY AND HAS INCREASED
SALES AND CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION IN A SHORT
PERIOD OF TIME. HE GIVES HIS
BEST EFFORT, LOVES LEARNING,
AND TRULY CARES ABOUT OUR
C O M P A N Y.’
sales cycles and within an organization,” Prindle said.
At Shawndra, “Dave has streamlined many outdated processes at our
company and has increased sales and customer satisfaction in a short
period of time,” Henry said. “He gives his best eﬀort, loves learning, and
truly cares about our company.”
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FINALIST

Kyle Wood

OptiPro Systems

K

RIsInG STAr AWArD

yle Wood was a teenager when he started at OptiPro Systems
in 2008 as a machine build technician through his high school’s
World to Work program. He was the twenty-first employee hired
by the company, which now boasts nearly ninety employees.
“He quickly transitioned into the optics process lab where he rose
through the ranks to become a highly respected technician and employee,” said Patrick Bechtold, a systems marketing technologist at OptiPro.
Wood was an advanced process development technician at OptiPro
for a decade and in 2019 was named the optics fabrication manager
of the Wayne County based provider of precision machine tools and
Mastercam software for manufacturing companies.
“Throughout Kyle’s career he has helped develop many new technicians at OptiPro through careful training and leadership,” Bechtold said.
“Kyle has helped create many new processes at OptiPro to ensure the
success of not only OptiPro but it’s customers as well.”
Wood completed a New York State Apprenticeship Program through
Monroe Community College and was awarded his journey-worker
certificate as a precision optics technician. In 2019 Wood received a
Millennials in Manufacturing award from FuzeHub, an Albany-based
nonprofit organization that provides small to medium-sized manufacturers with guided access to a network of industry experts, programs

and resources to solve business growth challenges. The award recognizes
young professionals who are driving innovation and growth for New
York manufacturers.

HONOREE

Rachael Rosen
WexEnergy

S

E X E C U T I V E o F T H E YE A r

ince 2017, Rachel Rosen has led WexEnergy, a Rochester-based
cleantech company, as president, CEO and co-founder.
The company manufacturers WindowSkin®, an interior mounted
window retrofit solution that optimizes insulation to reduce energy loss
from windows, carbon emissions from buildings and utility bills.
A graduate of New York University with a bachelor’s degree in finance
and an MBA in management and entrepreneurship, Rosen has nearly
three decades of experience working in the commercial and multifamily
real estate markets.
From 1999 to 2016 she was president of Norry Management Corp.,
a property development and management firm in Rochester, where
she managed over 2 million square feet of commercial and industrial
properties, as well as multi-family residential properties spanning five
states.
At WexEnergy, Rosen drives the company’s strategic direction.
In 2018 she led WexEnergy as a member of the first cohort of a
hardware scaleup pilot program for cleantech companies sponsored by
NextCorps, a nonprofit catalyst for entrepreneurship and innovationbased economic development. The program selected cleantech
companies committed to scale products with application to help the
state meet the aggressive climate goals of reducing greenhouse gases by
2030.
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“WexEnergy has graduated from the program and is manufacturing
at scale,” said Annette Brenner, senior business advisor for NextCorps.
“They are also incredibly supportive of other cleantech companies in the
program providing insights and lessons learned as they scaled.”
The pilot program is now Scale for Climate Tech and is currently
recruiting for cohort 4.
Rosen is an active volunteer in the Rochester community with
organizations including Jewish Senior Life of Rochester, the Hochstein
School and the High Falls Business Association.
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HONOREE

Kyle Wood

OptiPro Systems

K

ApprEnTICEsHIp

AWArD

yle Wood was planning to go to art school after graduation from
Webster Thomas High School, but an early-release work program
his senior year set him down a diﬀerent path. He received high
school credit for working at OptiPro Systems and fell in love with
manufacturing.
Wood was hired full-time by the Wayne County company in 2009
and spent the first decade of his career doing hands-on machine work.
Now the company’s optics fabrication manager, he returned to school in
2018 for his New York State Apprenticeship Program’s Precision Optics
Manufacturing Technician certification through Monroe Community
College.
“I have to give credit to MCC because they have done a wonderful job
cultivating their optics program,” Wood said.
While the apprenticeship can take several years to complete, it only
took Wood one year because his decade of work at OptiPro counted
toward required job experience.
“It was nice because it was a sense of validation for the work I already
did in the field,” said Wood, who continued working at OptiPro fulltime during his apprenticeship.
“It allowed me to go to school and take classes I hadn’t taken before,
like business. The classes I took helped me transition to a leadership

position at OptiPro.”
As a leader, he embraces mentoring and looking at himself as more of
a guide than a supervisor.
“I grew up with the mindset that my knowledge is your knowledge,”
Wood said. “I’ve always been a firm believer that the transfer of
information and wealth is better than keeping your secret sauce close to
the vest.”
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THE LIST?

RBJ Lists are a comprehensive resource for the latest
market data on the Rochester business community.
Each print edition of Rochester Business Journal includes
a list of the top companies or institutions in a particular
industry or category, ranked by a statistical criterion.
As a general rule, organizations ranking 1st through 25th
appear in the printed lists, and at the end of the year, these
lists are compiled and republished in The Book of Lists.
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Participating with our lists is free!
If you’d like to be a part of RBJ lists, contact us at
listresearch@mesjassociates.com for more information.
Want a larger presence for your company in the weekly list or
annual Book of Lists? Contact shuettner@bridgetowermedia.com
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AWARD Sponsor

Orolia is the World Leader in Resilient Positioning,
Navigation and Timing Solutions

A

t the intersection of critical infrastructure
and national defense, Orolia solutions
govern and protect the time and location
integrity of systems that shape the world. With
a new U.S. headquarters based in Rochester,
the company has an expanding portfolio of
innovative positioning, navigation and timing
(PNT) and Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) simulation solutions.
Founded in 2006, Orolia became the world
leader in Resilient PNT, driven by fast-growing markets, successful acquisitions and
strong leadership teams. We rapidly became
one of the few global providers of precise,
rugged and reliable PNT solutions that are increasingly critical for governments, military,
aerospace and critical infrastructure.

Orolia’s success is rooted in a shared
culture including entrepreneurial spirit,
innovation, operational excellence, and a high
level of customer service. Our worldwide
team has one goal: deliver the best possible
solutions and experience to our customers.
When accuracy, precision, and security are
non-negotiable, we are the partner industry
leaders and government entities around the
world trust to deliver.
Orolia timing solutions are at the core
of critical applications like radar, missile
defense, data centers, and stock exchanges. Orolia’s aircraft beacons are trusted by
Airbus and Boeing. More than 350 Orolia
atomic clocks orbit the earth. Orolia’s Skydel
GNSS Simulation Software is trusted by 5G
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leaders Keysight and Anritsu and is extending
possibilities in military, space, and driverless
vehicle application testing.
To write the next chapter in our growth
story, Orolia seeks employees who have a
passion for their careers and a desire to create
the technologies of tomorrow. Orolia aims
to provide employees with opportunities to
reach their full potential while ensuring a safe
and sustainable work environment. Our core
values are continuous improvement, global
collaboration, innovation, commitment,
agility and fun.
If you are interested in working at a high
growth, global company where being the best
is encouraged, consider our open positions
at www.orolia.com/careers.
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Launching Your Career
Into a New World
of Possibilities
Providing the world’s leading Resilient Positioning, Navigation
& Timing Platform trusted for the most critical applications

Orolia strives to be the market leader in the industries we serve. We
seek employees who have the same passion for their personal
careers. We view our people as the innovators who will create the
technologies of tomorrow. We aim to provide employees with the
opportunities to reach their full potential and ensure a safe and
sustainable working environment.

We are the Reference

We are the #1 provider in the world in Resilient Timing and Atomic
Clocks, our Aircraft Beacons are trusted by Airbus and Boeing, and
Skydel is building the future of GNSS Simulation.

Defining the Future

Our Skydel GNSS Simulation Software is changing the landscape of
application testing everywhere from military to space launches to
driverless vehicles.

Around the World

Literally! Over 350 Orolia Atomic Clocks orbit the earth and our Low
SWaP Rubidium Oscillators are changing what is possible with Space
exploration.

Global Collaboration

Our worldwide team has one goal: Deliver the best possible solutions
and experience to our customers.

Explore the Opportunities

If you are interested in working at a high-growth, global company
where being the best is encouraged, consider our open positions. You
will find them on our career page along with employee spotlight
videos and details about our corporate culture.

Visit www.orolia.com/careers
or scan here:

